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Abstract
Security assessments are costly and time consuming and cannot be carried out from scratch each
time a system is updated or modified. This motivates the need for specific methodology
addressing the maintenance and reuse of assessment results in particular, and a component
oriented approach to security assessment in general.
Traditionally, system development methodologies focus on the development of single systems.
More recently, the emphasis has shifted towards the development of system product lines. We
define a system product line, as a set of systems that share a common, managed set of features
satisfying the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are developed
from a common set of core entities in a prescribed way. A well accepted idea is that components
provide the perfect foundation for the practical application of product line development. The
CORAS methodology supports reuse of assessment results in a product-line oriented system
development.

1.

Introduction

During the EU-project CORAS (IST-2000-25031) a framework for model-based security risk
assessment (in the sequel referred to as “security assessment”) was developed. This framework is
characterised by:
• A careful integration of aspects from partly complementary risk assessment methods like
HazOp1 [34], FTA2 [14], FMEA3 [5], Markov analysis [27], and CRAMM4 [3].
• Guidelines and methodology for the use of UML5 [30] to support the security assessment
methodology.
• A security risk management process based on AS/NZS 4360 [1] and ISO/IEC 17799 [21].
• A risk documentation framework based on RM-ODP6 [19].
• An integrated security management and system development process based on UP7 [23].
• A platform for tool-inclusion based on XML8 [6].
CORAS addresses security-critical systems in general, but places particular emphasis on IT
security. IT security includes all aspects related to defining, achieving, and maintaining
confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation, accountability, authenticity, and reliability
of IT systems [20]. An IT system for CORAS is not just technology, but also the humans
interacting with the technology, and all relevant aspects of the surrounding organisation and
society.

1 Hazard and Operability Analysis.
2 Fault Tree Analysis.
3 Failure Mode and Effects Analysis.
4 CCTA Risk Analysis and Management Methodology.
5 Unified Modeling Language.
6 Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing.
7 Unified Process.
8 eXtensible Markup Language.
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An important aspect of the CORAS project is the practical use of UML to support security
management in general, and security assessment in particular. The CORAS security assessment
methodology makes use of UML models for three different purposes:
• To describe the target of evaluation at the right level of abstraction. To properly assess
security technical system documentation is not sufficient; a clear understanding of system
usage and its role in the surrounding organisation or enterprise is just as important. UML
allows these various aspects to be documented in a uniform manner.
• To facilitate communication and interaction between different groups of stakeholders
involved in a security assessment. One major challenge when performing a security
assessment is to establish a common understanding of the target of evaluation, threats,
vulnerabilities and security risks among the stakeholders participating in the assessment.
CORAS has developed a UML profile aiming to facilitate improved communication
during security assessments, by making the UML diagrams easier to understand for nonexperts, and at the same time preserving the well-defined ness of UML.
• To document security assessment results and the assumptions on which these results
depend to support reuse and maintenance. Security assessments are costly and time
consuming and should not be initiated from scratch each time we assess a new or modified
system. Documenting assessments using UML supports reuse of assessment
documentation, both for systems that undergo maintenance and for new systems, if similar
systems have been assessed earlier.
This paper focuses on the latter purpose. In order to discuss maintenance of assessment results we
need a clear understanding of how such results are documented. Section 2 is therefore devoted to a
presentation of the CORAS security risk documentation framework. The various aspects of
security assessment documentation are related, and precise descriptions of these relationships are
essential when maintaining security assessment results. Section 3 describes such relationships in
the form of dependencies. In CORAS, strategies for maintenance and reuse are documented in
terms of assessment procedures. Section 4 presents examples of such procedures. Section 5
provides a summary, draws the main conclusions and describes related work.

2.

Risk documentation framework

The CORAS security risk documentation framework is a specialisation of RM-ODP. It introduces
the notion of “concern”. Concerns may be understood as cross-viewpoint perspectives linking
together related information within the five RM-ODP viewpoints. Each concern documents results
for a specific activity of the risk management process. The CORAS risk management process is
divided into five sub-processes. These five sub-processes are further decomposed into activities as
outlined in Table 1.
Table 1 The CORAS risk management process
Sub process 1

Sub process 2

Sub process 3

Identify context
Activity 1.1: Identify areas of relevance
Activity 1.2: Identify and value assets
Activity 1.3: Identify policies and evaluation criteria
Activity 1.4: Approval
Identify risks
Activity 2.1: Identify threats to assets
Activity 2.2: Identify vulnerabilities of assets
Activity 2.3: Document unwanted incidents
Analyse risks
Activity 3.1: Consequence evaluation
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Sub process 4

Sub process 5

Activity 3.2: Frequency evaluation
Evaluate risks
Activity 4.1: Determine level of risk
Activity 4.2: Prioritise risks
Activity 4.3: Categorise risks
Activity 4.4: Determine interrelationships among risk themes
Activity 4.5: Prioritise the resulting risk themes and risks
Treat risks
Activity 5.1: Identify treatment options
Activity 5.2: Assess alternative treatment approaches

Each activity has one or more concerns connected to it, which are further decomposed into
elements. An element may be a model, a risk assessment table, a tree, natural language text, etc.
Elements may be classified into:
• Elements containing non-CORAS specific documentation, which refers to elements that
are not prepared as a part of the CORAS security management process. Since CORAS
should be applicable to a wide scope of systems, including already existing systems, this
kind of elements is unconstrained.
• Modelling elements (constructed as part of the risk management process) specified in
UML. Figure 1 presents a SWOT diagram and an asset diagram is presented in Figure 2.
Both diagrams are expressed in the CORAS UML profile for security assessment [32].
The SWOT diagram illustrates graphically strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats, as well as stakeholders and assets on enterprise level, by stereotypes defined by the
CORAS UML profile. Each strength, weakness, opportunity and threat is associated with a
stakeholder and an asset. The asset diagram specifies the identified assets, their values, and
which asset theme they belong to. The ownership stereotype is used to specify which
stakeholder owns which assets.
• Logs from intrusion detection tools and tools for computerised vulnerability assessment.
• Risk assessment tables and trees.
SWOT

<<EnterpriseOpportunity>>
Increased
market chare

<<EnterpriseAsset>>
The buy-something
service
<<EnterpriseWeakness>>
Low competence
on web security

<<EnterpriseThreat>>
Hackers and
malicious software

<<Stakeholder>>
Service provider

<<EnterpriseStrength>>
Motivated
staff

Figure 1: SWOT diagram
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<<Asset>>
Availability of service
<<Entity>>
Service
<<AssetValue>>
Value: AssetValueDef
value = medium

Vulnerabilities:
- Extensive computation

<<Ownership>>

<<Stakeholder>>
Service provider

Figure 2: Asset diagram
Figure 3 presents an overview of the complete risk documentation framework with 22
concerns, five RM-ODP viewpoints, and their structuring with respect to the five security
management sub-processes and their activities.
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CORAS Risk Management Process

Subprocess
Activity

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Identify Context

Identify Risks

Analyse Risks

Evaluate Risks

Treat Risks

2.1 2.2 2.3

3.1 3.2

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

5.2

technology
engineering
computational
information
enterprise

treatment priority
treatment assessment
treatment

risk theme priority
risk theme relationship
risk themes
risk priority
risk estimates

frequency
consequence

unwanted incidents
vulnerabilities
threats

approval
risk evaluation criteria
security policies
assets
risk management
target of evaluation
system
organisational
SWOT

Concerns

5.1

Viewpoints

Figure 3: Risk documentation framework

3.

Dependencies of assessment results

The structure of the risk documentation framework mirrors the risk management process. The data
organised by the risk documentation framework have strong internal dependencies that to a large
degree map to the risk management process. These dependencies also become evident in the
underlying data structure of the documentation framework. For example, a vulnerability is always
a vulnerability of an asset. This means assets must be identified before vulnerabilities; it also
means that if there are no assets then there are no vulnerabilities to document. The dependencies
of security assessment results are shown in Figure 4. As we will see in Section 4, these
dependencies play an important role in the maintenance of risk assessment results.
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Stakeholder
1
1

*
* *

Threat

*

1

Asset
1
*

Unwanted incident

*
**

Vulnerability

0..1
1

Risk
1
*

Treatment

Figure 4: Dependencies of assessment results
In the setting of CORAS, the concepts of Figure 4 are given the following definitions:
• Stakeholder. A person or organisation who has interests in the assessed system
• Asset. A part or feature of the system that has value for one of the stakeholders.
• Threat. A potential cause of an unwanted event, which may results in harm to a system or
organisation and its assets.
• Vulnerability. A weakness of an asset or group of assets which can be exploited by one or
more threats
• Unwanted Incident. An undesired event that may reduce the value of an asset.
• Risk. An unwanted incident that has been assigned a consequence value, a frequency
values, and a resulting risk value.
• Treatment. A way of reducing the risk value of a risk or risk theme.
As we see from Figure 4, each asset may only be related to one stakeholder. Each asset should
have an unambiguous value assigned by one stakeholder. If two stakeholders view the same entity
as an asset, the entity should be documented as two different assets. Two assets are per definition
different if valued by different stakeholders. Both the values and the reasons for the valuing may
be different. This means that the threats and vulnerabilities of the assets are different in the general
case, and the assets should be assessed separately.
We also see that there is a many-to-one relation between unwanted incident and asset and a oneto-one relation between risk and unwanted incident. Since a risk may reduce the value of an asset,
a risk belongs to one particular asset. As with stakeholders and assets, we say that if an unwanted
incident may be related to two assets, we document this as two different unwanted incidents,
which lead to two different risks. The same argument also holds for the relation between treatment
and risk.
This enforcement of many-to-one relations provide the security assessment results with a kind of
modularity that makes maintenance of the documentation much easier than it otherwise would
have been. To illustrate this, imagine (the simple case of maintaining assessment results) that the
assessed system is changed so that one of the assets is no longer relevant. Then all threats,
vulnerabilities, unwanted incidents, risks and treatments related to that asset may be removed from
the documentation without complications. In the more complicated case where the properties of an
asset have changed, we are able to reassess exactly the part of the security assessment results that
relates to that asset, without being concerned about how these changes may affect the results from
assessing other assets.
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3.1
Relationship between components and assets
The CORAS risk management process and documentation framework is asset-oriented. By “assetoriented” we mean that the assets identified in Activity 1.2 guides the whole risk assessment
process from Activity 1.3 onwards. A risk is always a risk of an asset, which means changes in the
list of assets will lead to changes in the list of risks.
In order to develop a component-oriented methodology for maintenance, composition and reuse of
assessment results, it is important to establish the relationship between components and assets, and
– in order to facilitate this – to ensure that the concepts of component and asset are satisfactory
defined. The definition of the latter has already been given above.
A component is an autonomous part of a system that has a well-defined border, carries out
specified tasks and communicates through a well-understood interface. A component may itself
consist of sub-components that may be viewed as independent components on their own.
Components are not (only) “physical components” in the sense of contemporary technologies like
CORBA, .NET/COM+, J2EE/EJB, but rather “logical components” that represent the logical
building blocks of a system (as for example in Catalysis [12] and KobrA [3]). Such logical
building blocks may contain descriptions of human behaviour; for example, in the form of workprocesses.
When relating components to assets, it is useful to categorise components. We distinguish
between the categories given in Table 2.
Table 2 Categories of components
software components software or part of software
physical components computer hardware and other physical equipment
embedded components which has both software components and physical components as
sub-components
organisational components that may consist of software components and physical components
as well as specified processes, including human behaviour
In CORAS assets are categorised into six asset themes, which are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 Categories of asset themes
software assets all software used in the system or system dependent software
physical assets all physical components in the system and system dependent physical
components
information assets all information in the system and system dependent information
human assets assets related to human resources, specially knowledge
organisational assets organisational concerns, organisational (system) internal regulations,
routines etc.
law and regulation assets external laws and regulations that influence the system
To describe the relationship between components and assets with respect to changes we use the
relations may affect and affects. Given a target T of evaluation with assessment documentation AD
formalised in accordance with the recommendations of the CORAS risk documentation
framework. Changes to a component C may affect an asset A if the changes in C may lead to
changes to AD with respect to the asset A. The changes in C affects an asset A if
• the value assigned to A by its stakeholder is changed;
• A is a new asset of T resulting from the change;
• A is no longer an asset of T (no longer relevant or new value equals zero);
• the list of vulnerabilities with respect to A is changed;
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• new threats of relevance for A is introduced;
• the consequence or frequency of a risk related to vulnerability with respect to A is changed.
There is an important distinction between the relations C affects A and C may affect A. The latter
is related to identifying assets that must be analysed, while the former is related to identifying
assets for which the security assessment documentation must be updated. Clearly the former is a
subset of the latter, and restricting the set of assets that may be affected to the set of assets that is
affected is an important part of the maintenance process.
If a component C coincide with the target of evaluation T, it is evident that changes to C may
affect all the assets of T. The way a component affects an asset may however be more intricate.
We therefore define guidelines for how to identify the assets that may be affected by changes in
or of a component.
It is clear that may affect is no one-to-one relation between components and assets and that its
cardinalities are different for different kinds of assets. Assets that may be affected (i.e. defining
the relation) are identified in accordance with the classification of assets and components. For
example:
A software component C may affect a software asset A if C is A or if
Software assets
C is a subcomponent of A
A physical component C may affect a software asset A if C is
hardware on which A runs
An embedded component is treated as both a software component
and a physical component
A software component C may affect a physical asset A if C is
Physical assets
software that runs on A
A physical component C may affect a physical asset A if C is A or C
is a subcomponent of A
An embedded component is treated as both a software component
and a physical component
A software component C may affect an information asset A if C is
Information assets
part of software used for storing or processing A
A physical component C may affect an information asset A if C is
part of hardware used for storing A
An embedded component is treated as both a software component
and a physical component
A software component C may affect an organisational asset A if A
Organisational assets
regulates the use of C
A physical component C may affect an organisational asset A if A
regulates the use of C
An embedded component is treated as both a software component
and a physical component
An organisational component C may affect an organisational asset A
if A regulates the processes of C
Law and regulation assets A software component C may affect a law and regulation asset A if C
is part of processes that are regulated by A or if C is part of storing or
processing of information that is regulated by A
A physical component C may affect a law and regulation asset A if C
is part of processes that are regulated by A or if C is part of storing
information that is regulated by A
An embedded component is treated as both a software component
and a physical component
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4.

Procedures for maintenance and reuse

The CORAS security management process has an assumption/guarantee flavour. The security
management sub-process “Identify Context” aims at characterising the overall context and scope
for the assessment. The concerns documenting the results of this sub-process describe the preconditions on which the assessment is based.
The risk management sub-processes “Identify Risks”, “Analyse Risks”, “Evaluate Risks” and
“Treat Risks” aim at a risk assessment within the context and scope captured by the assessment
assumption. The concerns documenting the results from these four sub-processes describe the
assessment guarantee. Hence, with respect to Figure 3, the nine concerns listed under “Identify
Context” record the assessment assumption, while the remaining thirteen concerns capture the
assessment guarantee.
The pair of assessment assumption and assessment guarantee may be understood as an assessment
contract. An assessment contract for a component consists of an assessment assumption describing
the target of evaluation as well as other pre-conditions on which the assessment builds, and an
assessment guarantee describing assessment results for the component in question with respect to
the assessment assumption.
4.1
Maintaining assessment results
IT systems are updated or modified on a regular basis. Connected to such updates or modifications
it is often necessary to reassess their security since changes may have introduced new risks. In this
section we outline a general procedure for maintaining assessment results when the assessed
system undergoes maintenance. We also refine this procedure into specialised procedures for three
special cases:
• component modification;
• component substitution;
• component introduction.
The procedure is defined for changes in or of one component, but may easily be generalised to
apply for more than one component by iterating the whole procedure for each component, or by
iterating each of the activities for each component.
The procedure is built around the contents of three sets:
• PAA: the set of possibly affected assets;
• AA: the set of affected assets;
• AR: the set of affected risks.
The procedure is outlined in Figure 5 (C refers to the component to be maintained).
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1

Update system
concern

2

Update target
of evaluation
concern

QUIT

The system concern, i.e., the system documentation, must be
updated with the changes to the target system
The first step when maintaining a risk assessment is to check
whether the updates and adjustments are within the target of
evaluation. If they are not and they do not invalidate the conditions
put down in the assessment assumption, the existing assessment
carry over unchanged.
component C is outside the target of evaluation?

yes

3

no
Identify PAA

QUIT

The set of assets that may be affected by C are identified. Although
a change is within the target of evaluation, it does not have to be of
relevance for any of the identified assets.
PAA is empty?

yes

4

no
Update assets
concern
(reevaluate
value)

PAA potentially consists of two kinds of assets: assets that are
already documented and new assets. New assets must be given
value and “old” assets must be revalued taking the changes into
consideration.|

guarantee (5-7)
assumption (1-4)

5

Update
vulnerability
concern
(identify AA)

All assets in PAA must be analysed with respect to threats and
vulnerabilities. The relevant vulnerabilities and any new threats must
be recorded for further analysis.

QUIT
AA is empty?

yes

no

6

Update threats
and unwanted
incidents
concerns
(identify AR)

Threats to new assets are identified. The unwanted incidents
concern is updated with the identified threats and the vulnerabilities
from Step 5. Risks related to these threats and vulnerabilities are
added to AR.

7

Analyse,
evaluate and
treat AR

All risks in AR are analysed, evaluated and treated in accordance
with the risk assessment process and the assessment
documentation is updated accordingly.

Figure 5 General procedure
In the contract-oriented approach, the Steps 1-4 update the assessment assumption, while Steps 57 update the assessment guarantee. If the procedure ends by one of the two first branches, then the
assumption is not affected by the changes in the system and it may therefore be concluded that the
changes will not affect the assumption guarantee.
4.1.1
Component modification
If component C is modified to become component C’ (see Figure 6; RA:A+B+C is the result of
assessing A+B+C) we may assume that the component either is outside target or that the
component is already assessed in an earlier assessment. We further assume that the component (or
its behaviour and features) is not changed in a fundamental manner.
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A+B+C
A

B

A+B+C’
C

A

RA: A+B+C

B

C’

RA: A+B+C’

Figure 6: Maintaining component C
This means the general procedure for maintenance of assessment results outlined above may be
simplified.
Step 1: Only small changes to the system concern are required. Descriptions of the internal states
and the communication of the modified component may need updates, but, e.g., the infrastructure
description of the system will remain unchanged.
Step 2: The target of evaluation may only be a certain part or feature of the component in
question. Hence, the first step when maintaining assessment results for a component undergoing
minor updates is to carefully inspect the target of evaluation concern and assess whether the
updates are of relevance for the target of evaluation. If this assessment concludes they are not, the
existing assessment results carry over unchanged and the procedure ends.
Step 3: Since no major changes to the target system are made, we may assume that there are no
new assets and that there is no need for removing assets from the assets concern.
Step 4: According to the assumption made in Step 3, there are no new or removed assets in PAA.
Hence, the updates in the assets concern only concern the value of the assets.
Step 5: The assets of PAA must be assessed with respect to threats and vulnerabilities. There are
reasons to believe that no new external threats are present, but there may be new internal ones.
The modification of a component may lead to new vulnerabilities, may remove vulnerabilities or,
most likely, may result in changed frequency and consequence estimates.
Step 6: Most likely already identified threats may exploit new vulnerabilities of the assets in AA
giving rise to new unwanted incidents, but new any new threats must also be considered. If new
unwanted incidents are identified, the unwanted incidents concern must be updated.
4.1.2
Component substitution
Consider the situation (illustrated in Figure 7) where a system for which we have already carried
out an assessment is updated by replacing one of its components by a new component. Assume we
have a system A+B+C consisting of three components A, B and C. Moreover, assume we have
carried out an assessment for A+B+C documented by the assessment RA:A+B+C. If component
C is replaced by component D then we would like a strategy for making use of the assessment
RA:A+B+C to arrive at the assessment RA:A+B+D of the new system A+B+D. We consider both
the situation where D is not yet assessed and the situation where an assessment of D already
exists.
A+B+C
A

B

A+B+D
C

A

RA: A+B+C

B

D

RA: A+B+D

Figure 7: Replacing component C by D
We may assume that D, even though it may have features different from C, does not change the
system in a fundamental manner. We support this assumption by the observation that since D
replaces C, it must in many respects be similar to C.
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Step 1: The system concern must be updated to reflect the replacement of the component. Only the
description of the replaced component and the external communication of the new component
should have to be changed, while the infrastructure description of the system should remain
unchanged.
Step 2: See Step 2 of Section 4.1.1.
Step 3: Most likely the set of assets remains unchanged. Features of D that are not features of C
may however constitute new assets.
Step 4: Since there most likely are no new assets, the main activity of this step is to re-evaluate the
values of the assets of PAA. This is required regardless of whether assessment results exist for D,
since values are stakeholder specific and in the general case D is not assessed for all stakeholders
of the system.
Step 5: Because of the assumed similarities between C and D, there is reason to believe that there
will not be any new external threats. An exception (which may not be the only one) is the case
where D (and C) is part of the system’s interface towards the external environment and D
introduce new features to the system (e.g., a user interface that get new functionality). In any case,
there may be new internal threats. Since the component D is new, it is reasonable to assume that
the vulnerabilities of the assets in PAA may have changed. If there are assessment results for D,
vulnerabilities related to C may be replaced with the vulnerabilities from this assessment. Great
care is however required, since assets may be relevant for more components than C. If no
assessment results exist for D, the documentation of vulnerabilities related to C is important input
to the assessment of D, since it is also reasonable to assume that there are similarities between C
and D.
4.1.3
Component introduction
In this section we consider the situation where a new component is added to the system. The
situation is illustrated in Figure 8.
A+B
A

A+B+C
A

B

RA: A+B

B

C

RA: A+B+C

Figure 8: Adding component C
Step 1: The system concern must be updated to reflect the extension of the system. This means the
system documentation must be extended with documentation of the new component and the
interaction between the new component and the rest of the system. In this situation we cannot
assume that there will be no changes in the infrastructure of the system.
Step 2: When a new component is added, we cannot schematically investigate whether the target
of evaluation is changed. The case may be that the new component does not naturally fall either on
the inside or the outside of the target. In this case the assessment team and the stakeholders have
to decide whether the component is within target or not.
Step 3: Since the component is new, the component will normally provide the system with new
features. We must therefore assume that there are new assets, even though the case may also be
that C constitutes a part of an existing asset.
Step 4: Both new and “old” assets in PAA must be revalued. As in Step 4 of Section 4.1.2 this is
required independent of whether there are existing assessment results for C.
Step 5: Since C is a new component, addition of C may result in new threats, but it is reasonable
to assume that no threats will disappear. The new component may however affect the consequence
and frequency values of already identified risks. If assessment results exist for the new
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component, most of the identified threats of these results will probably be relevant and should be
added to the assessment documentation for the system. There may however be threats that are not
relevant due to the placement of the component in the system. For this reason all threats of the
pre-existing documentation of C should be assessed with respect to relevance.
When assessing the vulnerabilities of the affected assets, we distinguish between the new assets
(the assets that are of relevance for C only) and the “old” assets (the assets that involve other
components as well). For the first group of assets we may use assessment results for C directly if
such results exist, or the assets may be assessed independently of the rest of the system. For the
second group we have to be more careful, since the new component may have both positive and
negative effects with respect to vulnerabilities. Consider for example the case where the asset is a
network and the new component is a firewall. For the assets of the second group a new assessment
of vulnerabilities is required, but both the original vulnerabilities and the vulnerabilities related to
the new component are important inputs to this assessment.
Step 7: The new component may itself represent a treatment of documented risks to the system.
This has to be taken into consideration when the concerns of Sub-processes 4 and 5 are updated.
4.2
Composing assessment results
Figure 9 illustrates the situation where two components, A and B, for which we have assessment
results RA:A and RA:B, respectively, are composed.

A

B

RA: A

RA: B

A

B

RA: A

RA: B

RA: A+B

Figure 9: Composing assessment results
The general case of deducing an overall assessment RA:A+B from the existing assessments RA:A
and RA:B is complex due to the possibility of circular argumentation. The assessment guarantee
of RA:B may fulfil the assessment assumption of RA:A only if the assessment guarantee of RA:A
fulfils the assessment assumption of RA:B, and the other way around. As explained for
specification composition in [1], there are cases where such dependency cycles can be broken
down and valuable information on the composed system be extracted. CORAS procedures for
interesting special cases have been developed. Procedures that handle the general situation are an
issue for ongoing research.
4.3
Reusing assessment results
Traditionally, system development methodologies focus on the development of single systems.
More recently, the emphasis has shifted towards the development of system product lines. Inspired
by [8], we define a system product line, as a set of systems that share a common, managed set of
features satisfying the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission and that are
developed from a common set of core entities in a prescribed way. According to [3], components
provide the perfect foundation for the practical application of product line development. Other
examples of product-line oriented system development methods are FODA [25], FAST [36] and
TIMe [8]. In the following we outline CORAS support for reuse of assessment results in a
product-line oriented system development.
A critical factor in the success of a product line approach is the nature of the reusable “core”. As
argued in [3], “… at a minimum this should contain a reference architecture supported by
techniques for capturing and selecting the points of variation among family members. In its most
general form, the reusable asset takes the form of a framework, which embodies implementation
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(i.e., code level) artefacts for the common parts of the family, as well as higher-level design and
architecture models. Since they embody every possible reusable asset, at all levels of abstraction,
frameworks constitute the largest possible reusable artefacts for a particular product family.”
The CORAS framework is intended to support a product-line approach to system development in
the following sense.
• For each component we may store assessment relevant information. When a developing a
new product this assessment relevant information will be extracted for each component to
be reused.
• If the particular use of a component requires maintenance, the assessment relevant
information will be updated as outlined in Section 4.1.1.
• If the particular use of a component requires substitution, the assessment relevant
information will be updated as outlined in Section 4.1.2.
• If the particular use of a component requires introduction, the assessment relevant
information will be updated as outlined in Section 4.1.3.
• To the extent the new product involves composition; a security assessment of the
composite component will be performed using procedures for composition currently under
development (see Section 4.2).
• To the extent the new product also requires the development of completely new
components from scratch, the reassessment of early assessment results at a later point in
the development may benefit from the strategies of Sections 4.1 and 4.2. With respect to
UP, this facilitates, for example, reuse of assessment results from the inception phase
during the elaboration phase.

5.

Conclusions

Structured documentation of assessment results and the assumptions on which they depend
provides the foundation for maintenance as well as for a component-based approach to security
assessment.
For details on the overall CORAS approach we refer to [6], [38]. The CORAS UML profile is
further described in [16]. Experiences from the use of CORAS in major trials within e-commerce
and telemedicine are documented in [33] and [35], respectively.
There are other approaches to model-based risk assessment; see for instance CRAMM [3], ATAM
[10], SA [37] and RSDS [26]. The particular angle of the CORAS approach with its emphasis on
security and risk assessment tightly integrated in a UML and RM-ODP is however new. In
particular, the issue of maintenance and reuse of assessment results has received very little
attention in the literature.
Contract-oriented specification has been suggested in many contexts and under different names.
Within the RM-ODP community one speaks of contracts related to quality of service specification
[14]. In the formal methods community there are numerous variations; the pre/post [15], the
rely/guarantee [24] and the assumption/guarantee [1] styles are all instances of contract-oriented
specification. Other more applied examples are the design-by-contract paradigm, introduced by
Bertrand Meyer [28], and the UML based approach advocated by Mingins/Liu [29].
Since 1990, work has been going on to align and develop existing national and international
schemes in one, mutually accepted framework for testing IT security functionality. The Common
Criteria (CC) [21] represents the outcome of this work. The Common Criteria project harmonises
the European “Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC)” [18], the “Canadian
Trusted Computer Product Evaluation Criteria (CTCPEC)” and the American “Trusted Computer
System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) and Federal Criteria (FC)”. The CC is generic and does not
provide methodology for security assessment. CORAS, on the other hand, is devoted to
methodology for security assessment. Both the CC and CORAS places emphasis on semiformal
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and formal specification. However, contrary to the CC, CORAS addresses and develops concrete
specification technology addressing security assessment. The CC and CORAS are orthogonal
approaches. The CC provides a common set of requirements for the security functions of IT
products and systems, as well as a common set of requirements for assurance measures applied to
the IT functions of IT products and systems during a security evaluation. CORAS provides
specific methodology for one particular kind of assurance measure, namely security risk
assessment.
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